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The invisible half of the plant:
Plays an important role as an entry point for disease

Below-ground organisms affecting root health
Insects

Seed & soilborn diseases
● Pythium

Nematodes

● Rhizoctonia
● Fusarium spp.

Microbes in the
Rhizosphere

● etc.

Modes of action of root pathogens vary: Pythium spp. attacks root tips, fine
roots and root hairs, whilst Rhizoctonia solani causes severe root rotting

The invisible half of the plant:
Plays an important role as an entry point for diseases

It is estimated that root diseases reduce yield on average by 15 - 45%.
When it comes to root diseases, it is most difficult to accurately determine
disease incidence and severity and therefore yield losses associated with
them.

The invisible half of the plant:
Plays an important role as an entry point for diseases
Symptoms of seed- and soil-borne diseases affecting the root system:

•
•
•
•
•

Seedling damp-off
Stunting
Delayed emergance
Delayed developement
Reduced tillering

Often a mixed infection occurs because one pathogen "opens the door"
for other diseases

Cause and consequence:
Sometimes they are not obvious
Dr. James Cook emeritus Professor of Plant
Pathology and Crop and Soil Sciences at the
Washington State University (WSU)
“It took some time to prove that the symptoms of nutrient

deficiency in continuous monoculture were caused by an
increase of root diseases in this system. The damaged
root system was unable to take up the fertilizer, resulting in
nutrient deficiency symptoms.”
“A healthy root is key for nutrient uptake
and particularly so during early stages of
development. If three out of five seminal roots
get damaged only two are left to provide the
seedling with water and nutrients.”
Cook RJ, 2001. Management of wheat and barley root diseases in modern
farming systems. Australasian Plant Pathology 30, 119–26.

Holistic approach required:
Consideration of the entire root space
Dr. Ricardo Oliva, Scientist, Host Plant Resistance, International Rice
Research Institute (IRRI), The Philippines
In order to overcome the challenges we see in root health
is important to understand how the soil interacts with
the plant, how the plant interacts with the pathogen
and finally how the pathogen and other microorganisms
in the soil interact amongst each other.
When we understand those interactions, we will hopefully
also be able to come up with solutions. Therefore we will
need to have active research focusing on these three areas.

The complexity challenge:
A multidisciplinary opportunity for innovation
Contributions of Fusarium virguliforme and
Heterodera glycines to the Disease Complex of
Sudden Death Syndrome of Soybean
Andreas Westphal, Chunge Li, Lijuan Xing, Alan McKay, Dean Malvick

• The complexity challenge of interactions
• Multidisciplinary scientific community
with leading experts from all regions
and relevant disciplines required

• Exciting field of work: untapped potential
– the root zone provides opportunity
for discovery and innovation

Figure : Value of AUDPC in relation to soil DNA of Fusarium virguliforme (Ct soil) and
population densities of Heterodera glycines (LogPiH. glycines) at planting:AUDPC =
7340.30312+34.96268 LogPiH. glycines −717.74671 Ct soil +23.01140 Ct soil2 −0.24258 Ct
soil3; R2 = 0.6804; Pi = 0.0035; Pa<0.01; Pb = 0.0024; Pc = 0.0024; ∇: 2006; ▾: 2007.

Diseases are dynamic:
What is true today can be different in a few years
Dr. Alan McKay, South Australian Research and
Development Institute (SARDI)
In the past there were two major pathogens we struggled with cereal cyst nematode and Take-all.
Today, these pathogens rarely cause serious losses because of the
adoption of good management strategies, which include use of nonhost-crops (canola or pulse crops) and resistant varieties.
Now Rhizoctonia solani AG 8 is the main soil borne pathogen ….
the impact of Rhizoctonia has changed increased over the years as
crops are sown earlier but many growers still don`t recognizing the
changed impact of Rhizoctonia.

Integrated Root Health solutions:
The long-term key to success
Dr. Mercedes Scandiani, Director Laboratorio Agricola Rio Prana, Argentina
In order to reduce root rot diseases it is necessary to
combine different control measures like the use of seeds
with good quality, and seed treatments but also different
management methods in the field like crop rotation and of
course we know that the genetic of the host plant is very
important as well.

Our global opportunity:
Major root diseases similar around the world
Root disease challenges are similar worldwide – one more reason to bring together
a multidisciplinary scientific community with leading experts different countries

• Root diseases are not as visual as foliar diseases
• Cause and consequence often not obvious
• Factors don`t act in isolation - complexity is a challenge
• Diseases are dynamic. What is true today can be different in a few years •
•

influenced by agronomic practices and climatic changes
Integrated Root Health Solutions required to solve the problem
New and challenging research area with a lot of untapped potential

